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Lakeside Cottage by Susan Wiggs
Each summer, Kate Livingston returns to her
family's lakeside cottage, a place of simple living and happy times—a place where she hopes
her son, Aaron, can blossom. But her quiet life
gets a bit more interesting with the arrival of a mysterious
new neighbor, JD Harris. JD has a good reason for being
secretive. In a moment of sheer bravery, the Washington,
D.C., paramedic prevented a terrible tragedy—and became
a national hero. He's hardly able to remember who he was
before the media frenzy until he escapes to this lovely, remote part of the Northwest.
Proof of Heaven, A Neurosurgeons Journey
Into the Afterlife by Eben Alexander, M.D.
Near-death experiences, or NDEs, are controversial. Thousands of people have had them, but
many in the scientific community have argued that
they are impossible. Dr. Eben Alexander was one
of those people. A highly trained neurosurgeon
who had operated on thousands of brains in the course of
his career, Alexander knew that what people of faith call
the "soul" is really a product of brain chemistry. NDEs, he
would have been the first to explain, might feel real to the
people having them, but in truth they are simply fantasies
produced by brains under extreme stress. Then came the
day when Dr. Alexander's own brain was attacked by an
extremely rare illness. The part of the brain that controls
thought and emotion - and in essence makes us human shut down completely. For seven days Alexander lay in a
hospital bed in a deep coma. Then, as his doctors weighed
the possibility of stopping treatment, Alexander's eyes
popped open. He had come back.

Help, Thanks, Wow, the Three Essential
Prayers by Anne Lamott
It is these three prayers – asking for assistance
from a higher power, appreciating what we have
that is good, and feeling awe at the world around us
– that can get us through the day and can show us the way
forward. In Help, Thanks, Wow, Lamott recounts how she
came to these insights, explains what they mean to her and
how they have helped, and explores how others have embraced these same ideas.

The Language of Flowers
by Vanessa Diffenbaugh
The Victorian language of flowers was used to
convey romantic expressions: honeysuckle for
devotion, asters for patience, and red roses for love. But for
Victoria Jones, it’s been more useful in communicating mistrust and solitude. After a childhood spent in the foster-care
system, she is unable to get close to anybody, and her only
connection to the world is through flowers and their meanings. Now eighteen and emancipated from the system with
nowhere to go, Victoria realizes she has a gift for helping
others through the flowers she chooses for them. But an unexpected encounter with a mysterious stranger has her questioning what’s been missing in her life. And when she’s
forced to confront a painful secret from her past, she must
decide whether it’s worth risking everything for a second
chance at happiness.

Friday Book Bites..1st Friday of the Month..Central
Tuesday Book Bites..2nd Tuesday of the Month..Whittwood Branch
Come and share or just listen.
Enjoy treats supplied by the Friends of the Library

Kosher Chinese, Living,
Teaching and Eating With
China’s Other Billion by Michael Levy
An irreverent tale of an American Jew serving in
the Peace Corps in rural China, which reveals the absurdities, joys, and pathos of a traditional society in flux.
In September of 2005, the Peace Corps sent Michael
Levy to teach English in the heart of China's heartland.
His hosts in the city of Guiyang found additional uses for
him: resident expert on Judaism, romantic adviser, and
provincial basketball star, to name a few. His account of
overcoming vast cultural differences to befriend his students and fellow teachers is by turns poignant and laughout-loud funny.

Crossing to Safety by Wallace Stegner
Tracing the lives, loves, and aspirations of two
couples who move between Vermont and Wisconsin, it is a work of quiet majesty, deep compassion, and powerful insight into the alchemy
of friendship and marriage.In an intimate portrait of two
marriages, Pulitzer Prize winning novelist Stegner captures the pleasure and pain of lifelong friendship.

Life Along the Silk Road by Susan
Whitfield
In the first 1,000 years after Christ, merchants, missionaries, monks, mendicants,
The Distant Hours by Kate Morton
and military men traveled on the vast network
A long lost letter arrives in the post and Edie
of Central Asian tracks that became known
Burchill finds herself on a journey to Milderhurst
as the Silk Road. Linking Europe,India, and the Far East,
Castle, a great but moldering old house, where
the route passed through many countries and many setthe Blythe spinsters live and where her mother
tlements, from the splendid city of Samarkand to tiny dewas billeted 50 years before as a 13 year old
sert hamlets. Susan Whitfield creates a rich and varied
child during WW II. The elder Blythe sisters are twins and portrait of life along the greatest trade route in history in a
have spent most of their lives looking after the third and
vivid, lively, and learned account that spans the eighth
youngest sister, Juniper, who hasn’t been the same since through the tenth centuries. Recounting the lives of ten
her fiance jilted her in 1941. Inside the decaying castle,
individuals who lived at different times during this period,
Edie begins to unravel her mother’s past. But there are
Whitfield draws on contemporary sources and uses firstother secrets hidden in the stones of Milderhurst, and
hand accounts whenever possible to reconstruct the hisEdie is about to learn more than she expected. The truth tory of the route through the personal experiences of
of what happened in ‘the distant hours’ of the past has
these characters.
been waiting a long time for someone to find it.
The Ballad of Tom Dooley
Bradbury Stories, 100 of His Most
by Sharon McCrumb
Celebrated Tales by Ray Bradbury
Hang down your head, Tom Dooley…The folk
America's preeminent storyteller offers us one
song, made famous by the Kingston Trio, rehundred treasures from a lifetime of words and
counts a tragedy in the North Carolina mountains afideas. The stories within these pages were choter the Civil War. Laura Foster, a simple country girl, was
sen by Bradbury himself, and span a career that
murdered and her lover Tom Dula was hanged for the
blossomed in the pulp magazines of the early 1940s and crime. The sensational elements in the case attracted
continues to flourish in the new millennium. Here are rep- national attention: a man and his beautiful, married lover
resentatives of the legendary author's finest works of
accused of murdering the other-woman; the former govshort fiction, including many that have not been repubernor of North Carolina spearheading the defense; and a
lished for decades, all forever fresh and vital, evocative
noble gesture from the prisoner on the eve of his execuand immensely entertaining.
tion, saving the woman he really loved.

Calling Invisible Women by Jeanne Ray
A mom in her early fifties, Clover knows she no
longer turns heads the way she used to, and
she's only really missed when dinner isn't on
the table on time. Then Clover wakes up one
morning to discover she's invisible—truly invisible. She panics even more when her family doesn't notice a thing. Her best friend immediately observes the
change, which relieves Clover immensely—she's not
losing her mind after all!—but she is crushed by the realization that neither her husband nor her children ever
truly look at her. She was invisible even before she
knew it. Clover discovers that there are others like her,
women of a certain age who seem to have disappeared. As she uses her invisibility to get to know her
family and her town better, Clover leads the way in helping invisible women become recognized and appreciated no matter what their role.

The Language of Threads
by Gail Tsukiyama
In her acclaimed debut novel, Women of
the Silk, Gail Tsukiyama told the moving
story of Pei, brought to work in the silk
house as a girl, grown into a quiet but determined young
woman whose life was subject to cruel twists of fate,
including the loss of her closest friend, Lin. Now we finally learn what happened to Pei, as she leaves the silk
house for Hong Kong in the 1930s, arriving with a young
orphan, Ji Shen, in her care. Her first job, in the home of
a wealthy family, ends in disgrace, but soon Pei and Ji
Shen find a new life in the home of Mrs. Finch, a British
expatriate who welcomes them as the daughters she
never had. Their new family is torn apart, however, by
war and the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong. As
Mrs. Finch is forced into a prison camp and Ji Shen tries
to navigate the perilous waters of the gang-run black
market, Pei is once again forced to make her own way,
struggling to survive and to keep her extended family
alive as well.

Jodi Picoult
My Sister’s Keeper

Anna is not sick, but she might as well be. By
age thirteen, she has undergone countless
surgeries, transfusions, and shots so that her
older sister, Kate, can somehow fight the leukemia that
has plagued her since childhood. The product of preimplantation genetic diagnosis, Anna was conceived as a
bone marrow match for Kate -- a life and a role that she
has never challenged...until now. Like most teenagers,
Anna is beginning to question who she truly is. But
unlike most teenagers, she has always been defined in
terms of her sister -- and so Anna makes a decision that
for most would be unthinkable, a decision that will tear
her family apart and have perhaps fatal consequences
for the sister she loves. My Sister's Keeper examines
what it means to be a good parent, a good sister, a good
person. Is it morally correct to do whatever it takes to
save a child's life, even if that means infringing upon the
rights of another? Is it worth trying to discover who you
really are, if that quest makes you like yourself less?
Should you follow your own heart, or let others lead
you?

Plain Truth

The discovery of a dead infant in an Amish
barn shakes Lancaster County to its core. But
the police investigation leads to a more
shocking disclosure: circumstantial evidence
suggests that eighteen-year-old Katie Fisher, an unmarried Amish woman believed to be the newborn's mother,
took the child's life. When Ellie Hathaway, a disillusioned
big-city attorney, comes to Paradise, Pennsylvania, to
defend Katie, two cultures collide -- and for the first time
in her high-profile career, Ellie faces a system of justice
very different from her own. Delving deep inside the
world of those who live "plain," Ellie must find a way to
reach Katie on her terms. And as she unravels a tangled
murder case, Ellie also looks deep within -- to confront
her own fears and desires when a man from her past
reenters her life.

The Lost Years by Mary Higgins Clark
Just weeks after discovering a letter that may have
been written by Jesus Christ himself, biblical
scholar Jonathan Lyons is found shot to death in
his study. Police suspect his wife, who suffers from Alzheimer’s, murdered him in a jealous rage. But the priceless parchment is missing, and Jonathan had recently
confided to a family friend his suspicions that someone
he once trusted had designs on the ancient document. It
is up to his daughter, Mariah, to clear her mother of murder charges and unravel the real mystery behind her
father’s death, before her own revelations become her
last.
The Accursed by Joyce Carol Oates
Princeton, New Jersey, at the turn of the twentieth century: a tranquil place to raise a family, a
genteel town for genteel souls. But something
dark and dangerous lurks at the edges of the town, corrupting and infecting its residents. Vampires and ghosts
haunt the dreams of the innocent. A powerful curse besets the elite families of Princeton; their daughters begin
disappearing. A young bride on the verge of the altar is
seduced and abducted by a dangerously compelling
man–a shape-shifting, vaguely European prince who
might just be the devil, and who spreads his curse upon
a richly deserving community of white Anglo-Saxon privilege. And in the Pine Barrens that border the town, a
lush and terrifying underworld opens up.
The Endgame by Michael Gordon
This stunning account of the political and military struggle between American, Iraqi, and Iranian forces brings together vivid reporting of
diplomatic intrigue and gripping accounts of the
blow-by-blow fighting that lasted nearly a decade. Informed by brilliant research, classified documents, and
extensive interviews with key figures, including everyone
from the intelligence community to Sunni and Shi’ite
leaders and former insurgents to senior Iraqi military
officers. The endgame presents a riveting chronicle of
the occupation of Iraq to the withdrawal of American
troops that is sure to remain the essential account of the
war for years to come.
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